
Request for Decision 

All-Way Stop Control - One Year Review (1)
Bouchard Street at Marcel Street, Sudbury (2)
Lansing Avenue at Melbourne Street, Sudbury (3)
Hawthorne Drive at Westmount Avenue, Sudbury
(4) Madeleine Avenue at Main Street, Sudbury (5)
Madeleine Avenue at Alexander Street, Sudbury

 

Presented To: Operations Committee

Presented: Monday, Aug 12, 2013

Report Date Thursday, Aug 01, 2013

Type: Managers' Reports 

Recommendation
 THAT all-way stops be removed at the following locations: 

1. Bouchard Street at Marcel Street
2. Lansing Avenue at Melbourne Street
3. Hawthorne Drive at Westmount Avenue
4. Madeleine Avenue at Main Street
5. Madeleine Avenue at Alexander Street, and; 

THAT the procedure to remove the all-way stop signs as outlined
in the report be followed with a communications plan. 

Background

 
At the Operations Committee meeting held on January 9, 2012,
the Committee approved the installation of all-way stops at the
following intersections:
 
1.  Bouchard Street at Marcel Street
2.  Lansing Avenue at Melbourne Street
3.  Hawthorne Drive at Westmount Avenue
4.  Madeleine Avenue at Main Street
5.  Madeleine Avenue at Alexander Street
 
The Committee also requested “that the controls be reviewed after a period of one year after installation”.
 
Exhibit 'I' contains the staff report dated December 23, 2011 that presents the all-way stop analysis for each
of the above intersections. None of the intersections reviewed satisfied the minimum vehicle volumes,
pedestrian volumes and collision experience required to warrant the installation of an all-way stop under the
City's All-Way Stop Control Policy.
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The signs and pavement markings required to implement all-way stops at the subject intersections were
installed in May and June last year. As directed by City Council, staff has conducted a number of follow-up
studies to determine the impact the installation of unwarranted all-way stops has had on traffic operations in
the area. Information related to delay, compliance, fuel consumption, environmental impacts, speed, traffic
volume, safety and public feedback are presented below.
 
Delay and Queue Length Studies
 
One way to measure the impact of installing an all-way stop is to undertake delay and queue length studies
on the approaches where the new stop signs were installed. A concern with the installation of all-way stops
at intersections where the traffic volume split heavily favors the main street, is the delay that may be
introduced to residents who legitimately use the roadway.
 
A review of the all-way stop warrants shows that less than 10 percent of vehicles entering the intersections
of Bouchard Street at Marcel Street and Lansing Avenue at Melbourne Street are coming from the side
street. Both Bouchard Street and Lansing Avenue serve as major collector roadways for their areas and are
used by residents to access their residential neigbourhoods.
 
City staff conducted site visits at the intersections of Bouchard Street at Marcel Street and Lansing Avenue
at Melbourne Street to record the time it took to clear the intersection from the end of the queue.    At the
intersection of Bouchard Street and Marcel Street, a total of 23 vehicle runs were completed between 4:00
P.M. and 5:30 P.M., while at the intersection of Lansing Avenue and Melbourne Street, a total of 13 runs
were completed between 4:30 P.M. and 5:45 P.M. A summary of the results can be found in the following
table:

Intersection Approach Average Delay
(seconds)

Maximum Observed Delay
(seconds)

Bouchard Street at 
Marcel Street

Eastbound 96 225

Westbound 23 44

Lansing Avenue at 
Melbourne Street

Northbound 20 27

Southbound 13 17

The results from the runs were as expected. On Bouchard Street, where traffic volumes during the afternoon
peak hours exceed 1,000 vehicles per hour, significant delays were introduced, particularly in the
eastbound direction. On Lansing Avenue, where volume exceeds 500 vehicles per hour, the delay
introduced was much less.    The increased delay to drivers can also be represented as an annual dollar
value by using the following formula:
 
Total Annual Cost = OCC*W*D*SV*AVD/3600 * Average Canadian Wage
 
OCC = average person occupancy rate = 1.2
W = weeks in a year = 52
D = number of weekdays in a week = 5
SV = study volume = varies per intersection and approach
AVD = average delay= varies per intersection and approach
Average Canadian Wage (June 2013 - from Statistics Canada) = $24.01
 



The total annual costs for the study times observed are summarized in the following table:
  

Intersection Approach Average Delay
(seconds)

Study Volume Total Annual Cost

Bouchard Street at
Marcel Street

Eastbound 96 814 $162,607.24

Westbound 23 776 $37,139.81

Lansing Avenue at
Melbourne Street

Northbound 20 299 $12,443.58

Southbound 13 533 $14,418.33

 
The above dollar figures represent only the annual cost associated with the delay introduced during the
period of times studied (4 PM to 5:30 PM on Bouchard Street and 4:30 P.M. to 5:45 P.M. on Lansing
Avenue).    All delay experienced outside of the study times would add additional dollars to those figures.
 
While staff was on site at each intersection, the length of the queue of vehicles they observed was also
recorded. The observed results are summarized in the table below:

Intersection Approach Average Queue
Length (metres)

Maximum Observed Queue
Length (metres)

Bouchard Street at 
Marcel Street

Eastbound 174 345

Westbound 23 66

Lansing Avenue at
Melbourne Street

Northbound 31 42

Southbound 15 21

From the table it is apparent that a significant number of vehicles were queued at the intersection of
Bouchard Street and Marcel Street. Within a typical queue, each car takes approximately seven metres of
space. For eastbound vehicles on Bouchard Street, the average queue length represents almost 25 vehicles
while the maximum observed queue was approximately 50 vehicles long. Additionally, the observed
eastbound queue lengths on Bouchard Street were often extended beyond the Bouchard Street at
Southview Drive intersection, which in turn created additional delays while left turning vehicles waited for
vehicles in the queue to allow them to turn in front of them.
 
Stop Sign Compliance
 
One of the ways to measure the effectiveness of a stop sign is to measure the number of drivers that
actually come to a complete stop as required by the Highway Traffic Act. Staff conducted compliance
studies at all of the five newly created all-way stop intersections as well as two control intersections where
all-way stops are warranted. The results are presented below.
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The compliance studies were completed by setting up a video camera system at the intersection that
records all movements of traffic over the four to seven peak hours of the day, depending if the intersection is
on a major or minor collector roadway. The videos were then reviewed by staff who recorded whether each
vehicle came to a full stop, a rolling stop or did not attempt to stop.
 
As shown in the chart below, only about 27 percent of drivers came to a full stop at the unwarranted all-way
stop intersections compared to 60 percent at the warranted intersections. Approximately 73 percent of
drivers at the unwarranted intersections either made a rolling stop or made no attempt to stop at all. At the
intersection of Madeleine Avenue and Alexander Street, a full 30 percent of drivers did not attempt to
stop. This intersection has the lowest total traffic volume with only 53 vehicles per hour. With such low
conflicting traffic, some drivers see no reason to stop.
 
The high incidence of non-compliance at the unwarranted stop locations is not unexpected. Drivers and
pedestrians become less vigilant when there is onus on the other drivers to stop. This behavior can
decrease safety at the intersections, especially for young children who expect adults to obey the law. This
bad behavior can also spread to other locations where an all-way stop is warranted.
 
Fuel Consumption
 
It is estimated that the additional gasoline that is consumed by the installation of an all-way stop on a typical
collector roadway is 125 litres per day or 45,600 litres per year. Expanding this figure for the five

Intersection Stop Rolling Stop No Stop Total Hourly
Volume

Bouchard Street at
Marcel Street

23% 74% 3% 930

Lansing Avenue at
Melbourne Street

31% 66% 3% 509

Westmount Avenue at
Hawthorne Drive

35% 64% 1% 411

Madeleine Avenue at
Main Street

28% 65% 7% 90

Madeleine Avenue at
Alexander Street

20% 50% 30% 53

Average 27.4% 63.8% 8.8%  

Intersection Stop Rolling Stop No Stop Total Hourly
Volume

Regent Street at
Douglas Street

71% 28% 1% 1,004

Mackenzie Street at
Baker Street

50% 48% 2% 391

Average 60.5% 38% 1.5%  



collector roadway is 125 litres per day or 45,600 litres per year. Expanding this figure for the five
intersections, results in a total of 228,000 litres of gas. At a cost of $1.30 per litre, the subject intersections
consume an extra $296,000 worth of fuel each year.
 
Environmental Impacts
 
As reported by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, at a typical all-way stop location, the following
vehicle emissions are released each year:
 
·       657 kg of hydro carbons
·       8,760 kg of carbon monoxide
·       675 kg of nitrogen oxide
·       65,700 kg of carbon dioxide
 
Expanding these figures for the five all-way stop locations under review results in the following harmful gas
emissions:
 
·       3,300 kg of hydro carbons
·       43,800 kg of carbon monoxide
·       3,300 kg of nitrogen oxide
·       328,500 kg of carbon dioxide
 
Besides increasing harmful greenhouse gas emissions, all-way stops also increase the level of noise
pollution near the intersections due to the constant braking and acceleration that occurs.
 
Speed
 
Often times, all-way stops are requested by residents to try and slow traffic down. Unfortunately, all-way
stops are not effective as speed control devices except within close proximity to the sign. To determine if the
all-way stops were effective in reducing speed, staff conducted 24 hour speed studies on Southview Drive,
Lansing Avenue and Hawthorne Drive. Southview Drive and Hawthorne Drive had speed studies that were
taken before the all-way stops were installed that can be used for comparison purposes. The results are
indicated below.
 

Speed Study Results

 
 

Location

 
 

Direction

Before After Difference

Average
Speed (km/h)

85th Percentile
Speed (km/h)

Average
Speed (km/h)

85th Percentile
Speed (km/h)

Average Speed
(km/h)

85th Percentile
Speed (km/h)

Southview Drive – 125 Metres
West of Bouchard Street

Eastbound 52.1 56.3 47.8 53.1 -4.3 -3.2

Westbound 53.9 59.5 51.9 56.3 -2.0 -3.2

Lansing Avenue – North of
Lamothe Street

Northbound n/a n/a 48.7 56.3 n/a n/a

Southbound n/a n/a 43.4 56.3 n/a n/a

Lansing Avenue – South of
Kelvin Street

Northbound n/a n/a 47.3 54.7 n/a n/a

Southbound n/a n/a 50.9 57.9 n/a n/a

Hawthorne Drive – East of
Sharon Avenue

Eastbound 52.9 59.5 51.0 57.9 -1.9 -1.6

Westbound 53.2 61.2 58.6 67.6 5.4 6.4



 
The results of the speed studies show that speeding is still a problem in close proximity to the stop
signs. While speeds are lower on Southview Drive, west of Bouchard Street, the difference may be
attributed to vehicles slowing as they approach the back of the long queue of vehicles. The studies show
that speeding is still a problem on Lansing Avenue, north of Lamothe Street despite there being all-way
stops at the adjacent intersections to the north and south.
 
The largest change in speed occurred on Hawthorne Drive, where the 85th percentile speed for westbound
traffic has increased by more than 6 km/h. This may be due to drivers increasing their speed to make up for
lost time which is commonly reported at all-way stops.
 
Traffic Volumes
 
A common misconception about all-way stops is they will help lower traffic volumes on adjacent roadways
by discouraging cut-through traffic. As part of the follow-up review, staff completed new turning movement
counts at all five subject intersections. A review of traffic volumes at the intersections before and after the
all-way stops were installed revealed that overall traffic volumes did not change significantly.  A review of the
all-way stop warrants indicates that none of the five intersections currently warrants the installation of an
all-way stop. 
 
A closer review of the turning movement count at Bouchard Street and Marcel Street indicates that traffic
patterns are changing during the peak hours of the day. The number of left turning vehicles from Marcel
Street has increased by 23 percent from the south leg of the intersection and 17 percent from the north leg
of the intersection. As previously discussed, a significant delay has been introduced at this intersection
since the installation of the all-way stop and queue lengths in the eastbound direction often block the
intersection of Bouchard Street and Southview Drive. It is suspected that the increase in traffic on Marcel
Street is a result of these vehicles attempting to avoid the long queues and delays on Bouchard Street.  The
counts show that traffic volumes on Bouchard Street have increased by 6% from the count taken in 2011.  It
should also be noted that the number of pedestrians that crossed Bouchard Street at Marcel Street has not
changed from 2011 to 2013. 
 
Safety
 
It is difficult to assess the impact that the all-way stops had on safety during the year they have been
installed. When reviewing safety at an intersection, it is recommended that a minimum of three years of
collision history be reviewed. This wider range of view helps identify if there is a correctable pattern to the
collisions or if a rash of collisions may be due to seasonal factors (ie. icy roads).
 
Typically, the installation of an all-way stop will help reduce the number of angle type collisions at an
intersection if they are prevalent. However, the installation of an all-way stop may also increase the
frequency of rear end collisions.
 
The collision history from 2008 to 2012 (pre all-way stop installed) and from 2012 (post all-way stop
installed) to June 30, 2013 has been summarized in the table below:
 



 

Intersection Average Number of Collisions
per Year

Difference

Before After
Bouchard Street at Marcel Street 0.75 1 +0.25

Lansing Avenue at Melbourne Street 0.5 1 +0.5

Hawthorne Drive at Westmount Avenue 2.25 1 -1.25

Madeleine Avenue at Main Street 0 0 0

Madeleine Avenue at Alexander Street 0 0 0

 
While Hawthorne Drive at Westmount Avenue has the highest average number of collisions before the
all-way stop was installed, a large number of the collisions occurred in 2010. In 2010, three angle type
collisions and two rear end collisions were reported. All three angle type collisions involved a northbound
vehicle on Westmount Avenue failing to stop and striking a vehicle within the intersection. In 2011, a
crosswalk and stop bar were painted on the south leg of Westmount Avenue and a stop bar was painted on
the north leg of Westmount Avenue. No additional angle type collisions have occurred since these
measures were implemented.
 
The table shows that none of the intersections were collision prone before the installation of the all-way
stops and the collision data does not show a significant change in the past year. In total, three collisions
were reported for all five intersections since the all-way stops were installed and all three collisions were
rear end type collisions. Additionally, no collisions involving pedestrians have been reported since 2008 at
any of the five intersections.
 
Public Feedback
 
One of the ways to measure the impact of a change to traffic control is by tracking positive and negative
comments that come into the City via email or through 3-1-1. Overall, the City did not receive a significant
volume of public feedback. The intersection of Bouchard Street and Marcel Street received the most
attention with a total of six complaints and no positive feedback. However, the Ward Councillor has
indicated that he has received positive comments from area residents.
 
The all-way stop at Lansing Avenue and Melbourne Street received one negative comment and the all-way
stop at Hawthorne Drive and Westmount Avenue received a single positive comment.
 
Recommendation
 
All-way stops are often requested by residents in response to concerns on their street such as vehicle
speeding, traffic volume, and safety for pedestrians, children, and cyclists. Road authorities take guidance
from the Ontario Traffic Manual when determining when and where to install stop signs. “The purpose of the
Ontario Traffic Manual (OTM) is to provide information and guidance for transportation practitioners and to
promote uniformity of treatment in the design, application and operation of traffic control devices and
systems across Ontario. The objective is safe driving behaviour, achieved by a predictable roadway
environment through the consistent, appropriate application of traffic control devices. Further purposes of
the OTM are to provide a set of guidelines consistent with the intent of the Highway Traffic Act and to
provide a basis for road authorities to generate or update their own guidelines and standards.”
 



 
The City has adopted a revised warrant for the installation of all-way stop signs, which reduces the
thresholds required to meet the requirements for all-way stop approval. The reduced warrant does not
change the purpose of a stop sign. “The purpose of the stop sign is to clearly assign right-of-way between
vehicles approaching an intersection from different directions when traffic signals are not warranted or not
yet installed and it has been determined that a yield sign is inadequate.”
 
In general, “all-way stops should only be considered at the intersection of two relatively equal roadways
having similar traffic volume demand and operating characteristics”.
 
As indicated above, the new traffic counts indicate that all-way stops are still not warranted at any of the
above intersections. The follow up studies also indicate that there have not been significant changes in any
of the concerns that are typically raised by residents, such as speed, volume, and safety. They also result in
a significant additional cost to the public in the form of additional delay and fuel consumption. Therefore,
Staff recommends that all of the all-way stops be removed.
 
While Staff are recommending removal of the all-way stop signs, it is recognized that these all-way stop
signs were requested for a reason, to address neighbourhood traffic concerns. In May 2010, Council
approved the City’s Traffic Calming Policy. Traffic calming represents a component of traffic management
techniques to reduce the impacts of traffic on neighbourhood communities. Communities throughout North
America have experienced significant growth in traffic due to automobile dependence and urban sprawl. 
These trends in automobile travel have placed considerable strains on the road network and the ability to
safely (e.g., perceived or real collision potential) accommodate all road users within the public right-of-way. 
In many cases, the lack of arterial road capacity has resulted in motorists choosing to use collector and
residential roadways to circumvent a congested turning movement, intersection or corridor. 
 
One response to these problems is the self-enforcing option of traffic calming devices. These devices are
physical modifications to the road to address the specific issue of concern. Staff recommends that these
areas be considered for the Traffic Calming program, if they have not already been considered.
 
All-Way Stop Removal Procedure
 
The following process should be followed as prescribed by the Ontario Traffic Manual to remove any of the
all-way stops:
 
1)  Install large warning signs stating “Crossing Traffic Does Not Stop” on the approaches where the stop
control is to remain. The sign is to be installed at least 15 days before the removal of control.
 
Install a “New” sign above this sign as well as a sign below indicating “After” stating the month and day
when the control on the crossing roadway will be removed.
 
2)  On the appointed date, remove the “Stop Ahead” signs and “Stop” signs on the crossing
roadway. Crosswalk lines and stop bars must also be removed on these approaches. The “After” sign with
the starting date must also be removed at this time.
 
3)  After an additional period of at least 15 days, the “New” sign and “Crossing Traffic Does Not Stop”
warning sign can also be removed.
 
A communication plan should also be developed to advertise the change in traffic control. Police, Fire and



A communication plan should also be developed to advertise the change in traffic control. Police, Fire and
EMS are also to be advised of the change.
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